This paper presents a colon deformation estimation method, which can be used to estimate colon deformations during colonoscope insertions. Colonoscope tracking or navigation system that navigates a physician to polyp positions during a colonoscope insertion is required to reduce complications such as colon perforation. A previous colonoscope tracking method obtains a colonoscope position in the colon by registering a colonoscope shape and a colon shape. The colonoscope shape is obtained using an electromagnetic sensor, and the colon shape is obtained from a CT volume. However, large tracking errors were observed due to colon deformations occurred during colonoscope insertions. Such deformations make the registration difficult. Because the colon deformation is caused by a colonoscope, there is a strong relationship between the colon deformation and the colonoscope shape. An estimation method of colon deformations occur during colonoscope insertions is necessary to reduce tracking errors. We propose a colon deformation estimation method. This method is used to estimate a deformed colon shape from a colonoscope shape. We use the regression forests algorithm to estimate a deformed colon shape. The regression forests algorithm is trained using pairs of colon and colonoscope shapes, which contains deformations occur during colonoscope insertions. As a preliminary study, we utilized the method to estimate deformations of a colon phantom. In our experiments, the proposed method correctly estimated deformed colon phantom shapes.
INTRODUCTION
In the colon diagnosis and treatment, finding colonic polyps or early-stage cancers is important. Most of colonic polyps are benign, but they may change to cancer. Therefore, physicians try to find colonic polyps in colon diagnosis. CT colonography is becoming a popular procedure as a new colon diagnostic method. Physicians observe the inside of the colon on a CT volume of a patient in CT colonography. If colonic polyps or earlystage cancers are found in diagnosis, a colonoscopic examination or polypectomy is performed. A colonoscopic polypectomy is the removal of polyps. A physician inserts a colonoscope to explore and find polyps in the colon. Currently, colonoscope insertion is performed based on information obtained from colonoscopic images. However, the field of view of a colonoscope is limited due to occlusions caused by many haustral folds and colonic wall. A physician has to estimate the colonoscope position inside the colon based on her/his experience. However, colon shape changes significantly during a colonoscope insertion. Inexperienced physicians may cause complications such as colon perforation. A colonoscope navigation system that navigates a physician to polyp positions during a colonoscope insertion is necessary to reduce such problems.
A colonoscope tracking method is one of fundamental function in the navigation systems. It estimates the colonoscope position in the colon. As related work of colonoscope tracking, many bronchoscope tracking methods have been proposed. These methods include image-based and sensor-based ones.
1-6 Previous colonoscope tracking methods also include image-based and sensor-based methods. Although image-based colonoscope tracking method is proposed, 7 it is difficult to keep tracking from unclear colonoscopic views. Electromagnetic (EM) sensors can be used to obtain positions in the colon. 8, 9 A colonoscope tracking method that uses a CT volume and an electromagnetic (EM) sensor was reported. 10 This method obtains two curved lines representing colon and colonoscope shapes to estimate a colonoscope position on a CT volume coordinate system. They can track the colonoscope position regardless of the colonoscopic image quality. However, colon deformations occurred during the colonoscope insertions are not considered. The line registration does not work well when the colon deforms. It resulted in large errors of the colonoscope tracking.
To improve the tracking accuracy, we propose an estimation method of the colon deformation from colonoscope shape. This is because there is a strong relationship between the colon deformation and the colonoscope shape. We can obtain the colonoscope shape from the EM sensors. The colonoscope shape is an important information to estimate colon deformations. In this paper, we develop a colon deformation estimation method, which can be used to estimate a colon shape or deformation from a colonoscope shape. This method establishes correspondences between colonoscope shapes and colon shapes, that are captured during colonoscope insertions. By using this method, we can obtain a deformed colon shape from a colonoscope shape measured by EM sensors. The deformed colon shape can be used to estimate a colonoscope position in the colon during a colonoscope tracking.
We present the colon deformation estimation method in Section 2. As an application example of the method, we tried estimation of colon phantom deformations in Section 3.
COLON DEFORMATION ESTIMATION BY REGRESSION FORESTS

Overview
We estimate colon shape deformation from a colonoscope shape using the regression forests method. To perform this estimation, we need pairs of a colonoscope shape and a colon shape captured during a colonoscope insertion. The regression forests are trained using the shape pairs. After training, the regressors become possible to estimate a colon shape from a colonoscope shape.
Shape representations
There are many methods in 3D shape representations, such as surface mesh, volumetric, centerline, and point set representations. We employ a point set representation to describe the colonoscope and colon shape. The colonoscope and colon shapes are represented as sets of points aligned along their centerlines. Because both of colonoscope and colon shapes are no-branching strap-shaped, they are suitable for the point set representation.
The colonoscope shape is a set of points X = (x 1 , . . . , x N ) aligned along a colonoscope. N is the total number of points contained in the colonoscope shape. The colon shape is a set of points Y = (y 1 , . . . , y m , . . . , y M ) aligned along a colon centerline. M and m are the total number of points contained in the colon shape and the index of the points, respectively.
Estimation
The regression forests method is used to obtain an estimated point of y m , which is denoted asŷ m , from a colonoscope shape X. This estimation is illustrated in Fig. 1 . We describe a regressor for y m aŝ where E m is a trained regression forests regressor. We train M regressors using pairs of X and Y in training data. By training the regressors using training data containing deformed colon shapes, the regressors can estimate deformed colon shapes. In each regressors, the number of trees in the forest is set as 100.
In our colon deformation estimation, we input a colonoscope shape X to the regressors. The regressors calculates an estimated colon shapeŶ = (ŷ 1 , . . . ,ŷ M ).
EXPERIMENTS
Materials
To evaluate our colon shape deformation estimation method, we have conducted phantom-based experiments. We tested the proposed method in a colon phantom study. This experiment measures colon shapes of the phantom by a distance sensor and colonoscope shapes by an EM sensor. We used a colon phantom (Colonoscopy training model type I-B, Koken, Tokyo, Japan), a CT volume of the phantom, a colonoscope (CF-Q260AI, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan), an EM sensor (Aurora Shape Tool Type 1, NDI, Ontario, Canada), and a distance image sensor (Kinect v2, Microsoft, WA, USA). We measured colonoscope and colon shapes during seven times of colonoscope insertions as explained in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The colonoscope was moved from the cecum to the anus. An engineering researcher operated the colonoscope. We train the regression forests using frames of six times colonoscope insertions, then, we perform a colon deformation estimation using colonoscope shapes contained in frames of the remaining one colonoscope insertion. Details of the training and estimation processes are explained in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.
Colonoscope shape measurement
We used the colonoscope to measure its shape. We inserted an EM sensor, which has six EM sensors, to the working channel of the colonoscope. The measured data is a set of six three-dimensional points X = (x 1 , . . . , x 6 ) aligned along the colonoscope and is considered as a colonoscope shape.
Colon shape measurement
The distance image sensor is mounted to measure the surface shape of the colon phantom. We attached 12 position markers on the surface of the colon phantom. Both of a distance and color images are obtained from the distance image sensor. We applied an automated marker position extraction process to these images to obtain 12 three-dimensional points of the markers. The measured marker points were aligned along the colon centerline and numbered. The numbered markers are described as Y = (y 1 , . . . , y m , . . . , y 12 ). m is the index of the marker. y 1 and y 12 correspond to a marker near the cecum and a marker near the anus, respectively. Y is a colon shape of the phantom. 
Regression forests training
During colonoscope insertions to the colon phantom, we measured both of X t and Y t (t = 1, . . . , T ) simultaneously. The measurement environment is shown in Fig. 2 . The measurement was performed six times per second. t and T mean the index of measurement time and the total data number. Wrong measurement results caused by mis-detection of markers are manually corrected. The X t and Y t contain points in the EM and distance sensors coordinate systems, respectively. We registered them into the CT volume coordinate system using the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm and a manual registration. We trained regression forests of each marker using X t and y t m (t = 1, . . . , T ). Totally, 12 regressors were built.
Colon deformation estimation
We estimated colon shape or deformation using the regressors. We measured a current colonoscope shape X while it was inserted to the colon. X was transformed to the CT coordinate system using the ICP algorithm. We obtained an estimated colon shapeŶ using the 12 regressors.
The estimatedŶ represents marker positions on the colon surface. We apply smoothing along time-series for each point inŶ to make smooth deformation. The smoothing result is used to estimate a colon shape or displacements of parts of the colon during a colonoscope insertion.
RESULTS
Estimated colon shape (marker positions) is shown in Fig. 3 . This figure shows colonoscope shapes (points aligned along green curved lines), surface shapes of the colon phantom (dots), and estimated colon shapes (points connected by sky blue polygonal lines) at five colonoscope insertion states. The estimated colon shapes were located on the colon phantom. It indicates the proposed colon deformation estimation method can estimate colon shapes at various colonoscope insertion states.
DISCUSSION
The method performs estimation during colonoscope movements from the cecum to the anus. By using this estimation results, deformed colon shapes are easily obtained. The deformed colon shapes can be used to show colon shapes in colon navigation systems. Also, the deformed colon shapes are utilized to track colonoscope position using a tracking method. 10 We believe that the proposed method contributes accuracy improvements of colonoscope tracking. Some points on the estimated colon shape were located outside of the colon surface. We performed estimation of point independently. Points on the colon have positional relationships. They change positions under physical constraints related to the colon phantom. We need to take the physical constraints into account in the colon deformation estimation process. Our estimation result will be improved by considering physical properties.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a colon deformation estimation method and its application to a colon phantom. Pairs of colonoscope and colon shapes during colonoscope insertions are measured by an EM sensor and a distance image sensor. The estimation method, which consists of regression forests, are trained to estimate a colon shape from a colonoscope shape. In our experiments using a colon phantom, the method estimated colon shapes during colonoscope insertions. Future work includes improvement of the automated marker position extraction process, measurements of colonoscope and colon shapes under physician's operations, and development of a colonoscope navigation system.
